WIMBORNE

Members of the newly formed Wimborne Railway Society conceived ‘WIMBORNE’ in 1976. Considerable research was carried out, official
BR plans of the station area were obtained, site visits undertaken and drawings made. It was decided to build the model to fine scale ‘00’
standards using hand built pointwork and SMP track.
The baseboards, station buildings and track were constructed but for various reasons work stalled for several years. In 2002 there was a push
to complete the model. Sadly the original work had deteriorated while stored and several attempts at refurbishment were not satisfactory.
In 2011 it was decided that a major rebuild was the only sensible option and little now remains of the original work. Three replacement
baseboards were made. They are 300 mm longer than the original ones has enabling the station platforms to be built to scale length. However,
the approaches from the River Stour Bridge and from Leigh Road had still to be compressed and more sharply curved than the prototype to fit
the original corner baseboards. The layout now consists of nine baseboards and measures 19 feet by 11 feet 10 inches overall.
The track on the scenic boards was replaced using C&L flexible track and the pointwork was mainly renewed or in a few cases extensively
refurbished. It now follows the BR track plan as it was from 1953 to 1964 much more closely. The fiddle yard has been modified to give three
through roads plus a cassette road in each direction.
The wiring has been extensively re-worked and the main control panel has been upgraded and now incorporates a schematic diagram. This
diagram is illuminated to show route setting and signal operation. There are two sub panels in the Fiddle Yard one for the ‘Up’ yard and the
other for the ‘Down’ yard. Each of the through roads are spit into two sections thus 12 trains can be held on the through tracks with the
cassettes giving additional storage. ‘Tortoise’ point motors operate all the points and the layout currently operates in analogue DC mode
although there are thoughts of using DCC in the future.
The original station buildings were showing their age and are being replaced. Inevitably there are gaps in our knowledge but all the major
items on the model are built as accurately as possible, although some of the buildings are slightly out of position in relation to each other due
to the constraints of the baseboards.
We run trains suitable for the line from mid 1950s to the end of passenger services in 1964. To add variety we have some diversions from the
Waterloo to Weymouth line and from the Somerset and Dorset. Some excuses area derailment at Blandford, cows on the line at Sway and
engineering works at New Milton. We may operate a Southern Railway period in the future.
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